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The ideas, concepts, suggestions, and pricing set forth in this proposal are considered proprietary information and as such shall not be duplicated, published, or used without the prior written consent of 

Douglas Marketing Group. These materials are submitted to you in strict confidence, solely for the purpose of determining whether you wish to engage Douglas Marketing Group to execute a program based 

upon the ideas and concepts set forth in this proposal and for no other purposes whatsoever. Accordingly, please be advised that you are not authorized to disclose in any manner the ideas and concepts 

described in this proposal to any other person, other than for the exclusive reasons described above. This material remains the property of Douglas Marketing Group, and shall be returned upon request.  

LOGO

The ERIE Architectural Products logo development is 
positioned as a strong brand that leverages the current 
company history and recognition.

The strategy to simplify the logo and position a 
confident, strong and bold brand aligns with the 
corporate vision for future growth and development.

ERIE Architectural Products along with its brand 
extensions leverages a common look and feel that 
allows for a consistent and focused brand and vision 
for the company.

The stationery package allows for flexibility to be printed in-house and is consistent 
across all essential pieces including business cards, letterhead, envelopes and email 
signatures. The clean, simple and consistent layout is professional and is easily adaptable. 
The colour palette and design elements are subtle and tie in to the brand look and feel.

LOGOS

The ERIE Architectural Brand is carried through all internal documents to 
ensure consistent branding across all materials. The design element of the 
“line” is also carried through documents as a common thread.

INVOICE PROJECT SHEET

CHEQUES

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT

ID BADGES

BINDING FOR DRAWINGS

Support and presentation materials are designed with a high-end look and feel that’s bolder, flashier and ultra premium. Dynamic, large photography will 
be used in combination with bold text to create a brand personality that sets ERIE Architectural Products apart. The layouts for the brochure, PowerPoint 
and presentation folder are rich in high-resolution photography with a clean layout. This will create impact and showcase ERIE Architectural Products’ 
capabilities through their experience within a final project. Colourful photos will also add dimension to the simple brand and create a nice professional 
balance in the layout.

The presentation folder is designed with high contrast, dynamic photos and text that will be accompanied with the clean layout of the product sheets that 
focus on providing additional information about each product line.

POWERPOINT /  SALES PRESENTATION

PRODUCT SHEETS ( INSERTS)

PRESENTATION FOLDER

BROCHURE

The ERIE stamp will be identified on the flag and will be used for some 
internal branding. Common design elements and colours will also be 
applied to interior signs, decals and labels.
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